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One night, over a glass of pinot, we sat down and asked ourselves why it was so hard to find the perfect
nude lipstick. That conversation sparked an idea, and that idea became the brand we are building today.
We created Mented Cosmetics because we believe every woman should be able to find herself in the
world of beauty. We know you'll love being put first - because when it comes to beauty, no one deserves
to be an afterthought.
All lipsticks are vegan, paraben-free, non-toxic, cruelty free, and proudly made in the USA.

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

BÈL TALK: A WORD FROM OUR CEO
MAMA
KNOWS BEST
Hello beautiful people! October was a very exciting
month for us! To start, Crystal Haynes from Boston 25
News outreached to us for an interview on BÈL! We
We were
were featured on the evening news where I spoke on
iFundWomen (a crowdfunding platform) and Boston
featured on the
city mayor, Marty Walsh's partnership, to support - not
evening news"
just women led business, but women led businesses
ran by minorities! Amen! Catch the interview here.
We were also interviewed by Genevieve Bien-Aime and Crystal
Chandler of Boston Come Through, a radio show that speaks on the
SHOUTOUTS!
latest and greatest things happening in and around Boston! I touched
on quitting my 9-5, how I started as an entrepreneur and advice for
fellow entrepreneurs just starting out. You can catch that on our
Facebook Business page, @belmonique.
So, we are extra excited! BÈL also launched its first crowdfunding
campaign, to start raising some COINS! We've grown, a lot! We want to
make sure that as our audience grows - we grow too, and continue to
provide quality content for you! For one, our issues are way too short! We
know! But extending the issues requires software we don't currently have;
we want to be able to add more writers and features! I hope you have
loved what we've given you so far, because we want to give you MORE!
We have a new writer! I don't
But. we need help financially! Ya'll, I sold my car to support this addiction
know if you've noticed but,
(ha ha - nervous laughter) but I did it because I fully believe in what we're
every Tuesday we've featured
providing to the community, and the empowerment of women of color;
this beauty on our blog where
we've worked our butts off these past 2 Years, I hope we've earned your
she's been sharing all the
support. Donate whatever you can, here and continue to grow with us!
goods on content that real,
Finally, a special shoutout to my BEAUTIFUL mommy (yes - at age 30, I
everyday women can relate
still call her mommy) - she has been my rock ya'll. My mother is the most
to. Meet Sherline Heriveaux
daring and risk taking woman I have ever met. From when I was scared to
who just celebrated her
drive and she challenged me to buy my first car any way, to the day I told
birthday! Read more here her I wanted to quit my 9 to 5 and she laughed and said, "OK." Even in
and make sure to checkout
moments of hardship she tells me to keep going. Love you mommy! OK,
her blog posts!
I'm done gushing over this queen, enjoy your read!

E: belmoniqueinfo@gmail.com

B E R L H E Y

N A R C I S S E

Founder and CEO

Hashtag: #IAMBÈL to find us on social media!
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You'll be giving
everyday women of
color a unique
platform to share their
stories in a way that
has never been done
before! Black women
are underrepresented
in media, let alone
everyday black
women in society.
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You will directly
support more jobs for
creatives, such as:
Fashion Designers, Hair
Stylist, Makeup Artists,
Photographers and media
producers, Event Planners,
Models, Writers/Bloggers and
coaches and speakers.

REASONS

TO SUPPORT OUR

CROWD

4.

3.

You'll be
supporting the
continuation
of workshops that are
tailored to the experience
of the woman of color in
America.

You'll be
investing in
a platform
that markets
and
promotes
black
business.

FUNDING

5.

CAMPAIGN

We throw AMAZING editorial parties! Beautiful women of
color gather to acknowledge one another over flashing lights,
music and cocktails, for a celebration that is long overdue!

CLICK
HERE
TO
SUPPORT

REAL WOMEN: AND FASHION

NINI IKHENA, 24

SEATTLE, WA

LACHAE BEE, 36

ATLANTA, GA

BRIANNA KILGORE, 21

GRAND RAPIDS, MI

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE FEATURE IN YOURSELF?
"Being an empathetic/
highly sensitive person. I
feel all of the emotions,
ALL of them lol. I used to
find it draining but in so
many ways, It's made me a
more compassionate
person."

"My ability to inspire and
mentor other women. I love
empowering!"

"My attitude. It's bold and
courageous, which
automatically makes the way I
carry myself both physically and
non-physically, follow suit! My
favorite physical feature
is my smile. I hear it's
pretty infectious."

I AM: BÈL

KATHELEEN
FLEURY

Who are you?
I'm a wife, serving the Lord at
Seed Time and Harvest Bible
Church, expecting my very first
baby, and currently in school
majoring in business.
What do you love
about schooling?
I love being in school working on
my education so I can give my
daughter the life she deserves.
Ever since I've come to this
country, I've only been working 9
to 5 jobs, last year I took some
time to reevaluate my life, I felt like I
was not living the life God intended
for me to live. So I decided take a
leap of faith and quit my full time
job to work part time, and go to
school part time. But, I ended up
getting laid off and I got pregnant so I decided to not work for a few
years and go to school full time to
finish early. It has not been easy
with only my husband working but
God has been good to us (He is our
provider). Sometimes you gotta
make sacrifices to be successful in
what you believe in.

I AM: BÈL
Tell us about the journey you are on in life?
I am in a very good place in my life as we speak, I am
happy being the best I can be with where I am, while
working on where I want to be. I consider myself
blessed at this point in my journey. I mean it's been a
hell of a ride, from being completely clueless of who I
am, who am supposed to be, unhappy and purposeless
to finding my own voice and being able to use it. I've
had crazy obstacles I had to overcome. I am still
working on believing in myself that I can do all things
through Christ who strengthens me.

specialists, but none of them could tell us exactly what
was wrong with me, my husband was fine. It was a very
painful, stressful long 4 years. Sometimes we would ask
ourselves what did we do wrong, or ask God if this was
too big or difficult to do for us. But we had to continue
to trust and wait for the Lord to bless us on His time.
With the help of prayers and love from our pastor and
intercessors in our church we kept on going and
continued to keep the faith. Last year, December 31,
2016, at our crossover service, it was prophesied to me
by the head of our intercessor team that next year 2017
I will not only get pregnant but will give birth to a
miracle baby. And sure enough, February this year we
got pregnant with our bundle of joy. I just wanna use
this platform to say to many that will be reading this
that God is faithful. Trust in Him and His Power!

What is your ultimate goal and vision?
My ultimate goal and vision in life is to finish school by
2021 and start working on my own business with my
husband. Excel in my God given talents and fulfill my
purpose/calling given by God. Also, to live happy with
my family, be successful in my line of business and help What's one memory you'll hold on to from I AM BÈL?
others in any way I can - especially in sharing the love
One thing I will always remember is the assignment
and Gospel of Jesus Christ.
given to us at the workshop, to go home and look
ourselves dead ass in the mirror and speak positive and
What is your favorite physical feature on yourself?
good things to our reflection. Sometimes your biggest
My favorite physical feature is my smile.
enemy you have to conquer is yourself. So, I went
home, I looked myself in the mirror and I spoke life to
What's your guilty pleasure?
me (LOL).
Watching an entire season of a series from morning to
night.
How do you define beauty in a woman?
Beauty in a woman to me is when she radiates
confidence from the inside, out. She's compassionate,
selfless, caring and humble. She's real and comfortable
with who she is and who she was created to be by God,
unapologetically.
How does it feel to be expecting and entering
motherhood for the first time?
I am overwhelmed with joy and happiness! My
husband and I have been married for 4 years, and we
thought getting pregnant was gonna happen
naturally, oh boy we were so wrong (we were getting
pregnant but we couldn't stay pregnant) we had 4
miscarriages and one ectopic pregnancy. I ended up
with one fallopian tube as a result of that ectopic
pregnancy. After trying and trying for the first couple of
years with no success, we decided to see a few
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"I love castor oil, there
are so many amazing
ingredients in it that
nourish and strengthen
my hair. Since I have
locs, a sensitive scalp,
AND am blonde, it's vital
for me to keep my hair
conditioned and strong
to avoid breakage or
thinning. I use castor oil
a ton of ways in my hair:
daily, I take a bit and rub
it into my edges. I mix it
with a carrier oil (like
jojoba or almond) and
go through my roots, I
drench my hair in it and let it sit for 45 minutes
for a deep condition, or I'll add it into my water
when I steam my hair every few weeks. People
always comment on how healthy my hair is,
and this product definitely is part of that."

2

"A pro-quality AHA/BHA
mask that works as a
DRUNK ELEPHANT
"facial" to reveal greater
T.L.C. Sukari Babyfacial
clarity, improved skin
*Purchase at Sephora
texture and tone, and a
more youthful-looking
radiance. A solutions for: Dullness and uneven
texture, Fine lines and wrinkles and Uneven
skin tone."

You can purchase
castor oil at your
local grocery store,
beauty supply
store, or farmer's
market.

Jamé
Jackson

PUEKAM

SKIN

CASTOR OIL

MENTED
COSMETICS
PRETTY IN PINK

3

"Deeply moisturizing nude lip
shade with the perfect blend
of browns and pinks to
enhance your multi-hued lips.
All lipsticks are vegan, paraben-free, non-toxic,
cruelty free, and proudly made in the USA."
*Purchase at MENTED.COM

HUSTLE: & GRIND

by Laura Onyeneho

THE

MUSU KULLA
MASSAQUOI
STORY

FIGHTING BREAST CANCER WITH FASHION!

We are constantly in a race with
time, but what if one day all it
took was one life-changing event
to finally slow things down?
This is a lesson I certainly
witnessed during the last day of
Be present.
Boston Fashion Week.
Don’t wear yourself down.
I was invited to participate in the
Life is short.
5th annual Listen to Your Body
Live a little.
Fashion Show. Located on the
Take care of yourself.
vintage industrial warehouse
Health is wealth.
rooftop of Coppersmith in South
Boston, the room was filled with
These are the words of advice I’m
positivity and laughter. And just
sure many of us hear very often
when the backstage chaos
when conquering the world of
adulting. We try to live our best lives began to simmer down, it wasn’t
until the end of the event where
while taking on a never-ending todo list of responsibilities, posting our the show title started to make
sense.
so-called perfect lives on social
media, and hustling and grinding at Musu Kulla Massaquoi,
a motivational speaker, mother of
our day jobs while burning the
three, and founder of the show midnight oil pushing to fulfill our
“Out of suffering have emerged
the strongest souls; the most
massive characters are seared
with scars.”- Khalil Gibran

stood up before her beloved
supporters, held the microphone
in her hand, and with such
quietude made an
announcement that took me by
surprise. “I am a cancer survivor.”
I would have never realized she
was diagnosed with the “BIG C.” I
remembered first meeting her
last year at Boston’s African
Fashion Week. Local models
have described her as the
humble, beautiful, African Queen
with semi pink locs, who is
always giving back to her
community. Not one time did she
ever look like what she had gone
through. “We have to listen to
our bodies,” she said. “I used
fashion as the platform to tell
people that if you aren’t feeling
right and your body is giving you

HUSTLE: & GRIND
don’t ignore it.” Musu’s love for fashion began when
she was first introduced to the industry at the age of
16. She credits both her cousin and local fashion
designer Nahdra Ra Kiros for showing her the ropes.
But when she entered college as a Northeastern
University student pursuing a career in nursing, she
quickly became enamored with fashion while walking
for young designers at the Massachusetts College of
Art and Design right next door. “I loved modeling and
being in character without having to say any lines,” she
said. “I was a tomboy, I had five brothers and this was
my chance to focus on my femininity.” From there,
Musu expanded her talent in multiple fashion shows all
across the New England area.
Growing up in Boston and raised in a Sierra Leonian
household, she vividly remembered her classmates
teasing her about how she wore her braids, her sense
of style, and how they thought it was cool to refer to
her as the “Africa bush buggy” and “Africa jungle
bunny.” Modeling gave her self-confidence. It made
her feel powerful in the skin she was in. “The fashion
industry humbled me,” Musu said. “I might not be the
best looking, but my forehead, my nose, and my skin
are what most people desired then and now. I still love
myself and what I’ve been through.”
Her strong sense of self was soon tested in 2010. One
day out of the blue she began to feel sharp pains in
both of her breasts. Like any concerned person would
do, she took herself to her primary care doctor, but
there were no signs of anything alarming. As time went
on, the pain continued, but Musu ignored it.
In 2011, it began to worsen. “The pain felt like I was
engorged and ready to breastfeed and the skin around
my areola changed in a negative way,” she said. “But
my youngest daughter was 8 years-old at the time, so I
knew something was wrong.”
From September to November, doctors conducted
multiple tests. Then in December, tests revealed that
she was diagnosed with Stage 0, Ductal Carcinoma In
Situ, meaning the cancer was encapsulated and hadn’t
spread to other parts of the breast. “At that point I was
numb and everything they were telling me became a
blur,” said Musu. “In August the same year, my brother
was killed in an accident. I was coping with his death
and then I didn’t know how I was going to break my
health news to my family.” The doctors gave her
numerous options to remove the tumor.

Her options ranged from chemotherapy, lumpectomy
even a mastectomy. Ultimately, for the sake of her
children and her survival, she chose a mastectomy.
“They removed everything on my right side,” she said.
“Breasts signify womanhood, it gives nourishment, and
though this part of me was gone, I still had an
opportunity for reconstruction.”
Just when Musu thought the hardest part of her
journey was over, the doctors left her with more
shocking news. “They tested the tumor and found
Paget’s disease in the nipple,” she said. Paget’s disease
is a rare form of breast cancer in which the cells usually
affects the ducts of the nipples and the areola. “I was
thankful to receive the news after the surgery,” she
said. “But I couldn’t help to think at age 35 how all this
could happen to me.”
During her recovery phase, she laid low, surrounded
herself with close friends and family, found a
nutritionist to change her diet, and took the BRCA
(breast cancer gene test) to figure out if her cancer was
hereditary. Fortunately, it was not. “I started to notice
that I was developing allergic reactions to foods that I
wouldn’t normally have any problems eating,” she said.
“I decided to be more mindful of what I eat so it doesn’t
feed into my cancer cells.”

HUSTLE: & GRIND
Instead of focusing on the negative, she decided to
embark on the next phase of her life which was to
inspire and bring awareness to breast cancer while
connecting survivors and their families to resources
that will help them get back to their daily routines. “We
have to ask our medical professionals those difficult
questions,” she said. “There are a lot of resources and
cutting-edge technology that can prolong our lives. I
try to speak life into people, never death.”
That is where the idea of the Listen To Your Body
Fashion Show came to life. Since 2012, Musu chooses
one community organization to raise money for. This
year, all funds raised went to the Hair Kingdom, a fullservice beauty salon in Roxbury which partners with
Dana Farber to make wigs for cancer patients with hair
loss free of charge.
“Fashion will always be dear to my heart,” she said. “I
want to connect my community to resources that they
might not even know existed.”
This year the fashion show raised more than $500 for
their organization of choice. Next year, she hopes to
partner with more sponsors and raise larger funds for
local organizations that are doing the groundwork.
“I’ve found that many women who have had cancer
didn’t want to share their struggle,” she said. “This is
how we die in silence. “You will never be alone in this
fight. I’m not sure how much my effort will impact
others, but I will always be dedicated to my purpose no
matter the outcome.”
To learn more about Musu and her work for cancer
survivors, please visit www.listentoyourbody.org

REAL WOMEN: AND FASHION

DEVYNI HIGHTOWER, 27

ORLANDO, FL
"I love my curves!"

Fashion Stylist,
Personal Shopper and
Fashion Blogger

"I LOVE MY CURVES!"

TRAVEL: AND LIFESTYLE
a cab to save your life! Some of my favorite resources
They say travel is the new black and I beg to differ;
for learning about a current or future travel
black will forever be the new black! However, it’s
destination are YouTube or by following travel gurus
hard to dispute that travel, more than ever, is a
like Nas Daily. The lesson being – get yourself
tangible status symbol that we all want a piece of.
With the onslaught of social
excited about travel; you don’t
media and celebrity obsession it’s
even need to leave home to do it.
hard not to take notice when
people are living it up, jet setting
7. To travel solo or nah? Do you
to their next exotic destination,
want the quintessential girl’s trip
laid out on a beautiful beach
or the solo trip that has the
somewhere or eating some bomb
potential to change your whole
food! And considering we live in a
life? They both have their pros
microwave generation where we
and cons and for either to work,
want everything right now, travel
you need to, again, manage your
TO
TRAVEL
(particularly international travel)
expectations. Whatever you
can seem really difficult to attain if
decide, prepare accordingly. For
you haven’t traveled already. In
a group trip, be flexible and open
the first installment of this article, I
to compromise on the itinerary. I
gave you five awesome tips to get
have found that it is absolutely
you on your way to your next
necessary to discuss your travel
destination. In case you missed it,
style beforehand, because
you can read it here. But without
everyone’s idea of a perfect trip is
further ado, here are travel tips six
not the same. Also, scheduling
through ten on How to Travel Like
solo time so you don’t get on
a Boss!
each other’s nerves is a major key.

10 TIPS

LIKE A

On the flipside, while traveling
6. Do your research! Ok, you’ve
alone can be amazing, you have
decided on a destination, but now
to be ready to get out of your
what? Do not, I repeat, do not be
comfort zone. Are you fine dining
that traveler that hits a new
alone? Do you have a selfie stick
country and doesn’t bother to
(because you have to find a way
learn look up some of the history,
to get those amazing shots)?
brush up on the basics of the
Perhaps, you’ll opt to stay in a
PT.
2
language, their customs or even
hostels as opposed to hotels to
their money. You want to manage
make it easier to connect with
your expectations when you’re traveling to a new
other people? Whatever you decide, just know there is
place so you can get the most out of your experience.
no wrong decision – just figure out what you want to
And the last thing you want to do is judge another’s
get out of the travel experience and the best means to
culture based only what you know or didn’t bother to
accomplish that.
learn. Granted some things you can only learn via
experience, but with the internet at our fingertips,
Honorable Mention: I know how hard it can be to get
there’s information everywhere. Download a
all your girls on the same page to travel, but what do
language app and learn some basic phrases (how
you do when you want the group trip experience but
about “hello” for starters). Figure out what kind of
have no one to create it with? Join a travel club!
currency they use? What’s the local transit system
Organizations such as, Melanin Globe, provide
like? Is Uber a thing? Trust me this matters when
opportunities to travel and explore the world
you’re out at 1am in a foreign country and can’t find
and meet other black women who are just as

BOSS

TRAVEL: AND LIFESTYLE
interested in travel as you are. It all started this past
summer when a group of women who had never met
before (save for social media) and decided that they
were going to plan a trip to Jamaica. Long story
short, the trip was a success and
these women had such a
powerful experience that they
knew that they had to recreate
this experience for other women.
As I write this, two hundred
women will be embarking on
Thailand this coming March and
other trips are already in the
works for Greece, Jamaica and
Colombia for summer 2018. If
you’re trying to be down, find
them on Facebook where they are
thirty-two thousand black women
strong!

9. Document everything! I get it! Definitely easier
said than done; and considering that I’m a content
creator, my focus is always on documenting my
experiences for the purpose of sharing. Now that
may not be your motive but I think
it’s always nice to have tangible
memories of your trip. Whether it
be via pictures saved in your
phone, journaling, vlogging or
even posting like crazy to
Instagram (don’t forget to tag the
location, of course), it’s always
nice to be able to go back and
reflect on where you’ve been.

there’s a difference
between being a
tourist and a
traveler."

8. Explore like a tourist, but
experience like a traveler! This
seems like a no brainer, but
there’s a difference between
being a tourist and a traveler. As a
tourist, you’re probably visiting all
the top sites and hitting up Travel
Advisor’s top ten restaurants,
which (let me reiterate) there is
nothing wrong with doing, but
don’t forget to immerse yourself
in the culture. Talk to locals, eat
where they eat and what they eat,
do what they do and go to where
they go. As a general rule for
myself, I make it a point to people watch. I force
myself to be in the moment and take in as much
information as I can through my senses. When you
do that, you pick up on things you may have
overlooked. For example, in Paris, I found that a lot of
places and people smelled good, or that in
Barcelona, their shoe game was on point! It’s
amazing the things you can take in and learn about a
place when you take the time to pay attention.

10. YOLO! You only live once.
With that said, never take the
opportunity to travel for granted.
It’s a privilege that, unfortunately,
many never get to experience. So
as you travel keep that in mind
and honor it by pushing yourself
outside of your comfort zone,
and/or do things you would not
ordinarily do! There are some
opportunities that are truly once in
a lifetime, and the only fear you
should ever have is that of regret!

So, that’s all folks! My aim with
article was to give you tools to
make travel more attainable for
everybody. Travel has the power
to open your mind, to see the
world from a new perspective
andthe trajectory of your life! I’d
potentially even change
love to hear about your own travel stories, hacks and
memories! Shoot me an email at
lagosdaysparisnights@gmail.com or hit me up on
Instagram!
Until next time my loves!
XOXO
Genevieve Angelique

FOR: QUEENS

“It’s time for you to
move, realizing that the
thing you are seeking is
also seeking you.”

Iyanla
Vanzant
ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

Wendy Williams
passes out on live
TV during her
Halloween
Segment!

Anok Yai, sophomore at
Plymouth State University in
NH, was in D.C. for Howard
Homecoming when she was
spotted by photographer
Steven Hall who snapped a
photo of Yai, Hall posted the
photo to his Instagram and it all
went up from there!

19 year old Howard
Homecoming attendee signs
major modeling contract

The 53 year old returned
right back to film letting her
audience know that her pass out was the result of heat
exhaustion from her statue of liberty costume.

Toya Wright
might not be
talking openly
about the
identity of her
child's father, but
new pictures of
the expectant
TOAYA
mother are worth a
WRIGHT IS thousand words. During the
EXPECTING New Orleans native's 90s
themed Halloween party,
October 25, 2017:
the author
Lagos Fashion and Design Week is an annual multi-day
and reality TV star posed next to her
fashion event held in Lagos Nigeria and founded in 2011 by
rumored love, 2 Commas Clothing owner
Omoyemi Akerele.
and sports manager Robert "Red" Rushing.

LAGOS
FASHION
WEEK!

Serena Williams'
daughter is the
CUTEST! The
munchkin was dressed
as batman (bat-baby).

